I want to start by sending my thanks to you all at the end
of an extraordinary term. I know you are all working
incredibly hard under sustained, challenging circumstances.
You continue to do this with such enormous fortitude for
which a generation of young people will and should be
forever grateful.
With the recent announcement of the structure of ‘Exams
2021’, our focus has been on our examination year groups who
have undoubtedly been affected by months without clarity.
We should, however, remember that all our learners have been
and are subject to a changed way of experiencing school and
their learning which you, as our Trust colleagues, have sought
so well to normalise. A huge achievement!
It has been heartening to see the innovative ways with which
you have been imaginatively replacing the events that
define the school year and our learners’ experience such as the
Commemoration Assembly at SCD, DEH changing singing to
signing in their Nativity and the virtual carol concert which
CDS will be sharing next week. Despite all things COVID,
the 6th form at CHA still managed to raise over £340 for
Children in Need and OSA continues to recognise students’
achievements with their distanced Hot Chocolate Fridays
despite restrictions.
The roll out of the vaccine is wonderful news and a magnificent feat for scientific research: what in the past has taken
years has been achieved in a matter of months. It is essential
that we now work and lobby to enable the priority of School
Key workers for vaccines and mass testing.
There is no doubt that we will be living with COVID and its
legacy for some time yet and whilst the focus is upon ensuring
our learners are taught and our schools are COVID-safe, we
are still working hard to share good practice and to further
school improvements. I am, therefore, delighted to share the
details of our colleagues’ work across our Trust in this bumper
edition of the DET Dispatch.
I wish you all and you families a happy and healthy Christmas.
With best wishes,

Josie Valentine
CEO of the Danes Educational Trust
Making the difference together
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Year 5 children at De Havilland Primary Schools have
created a ‘Book of Thanks’ for the staff at Hatfield
Police Station. The pupils received a letter from PC
Peter Coy who received the Book of Thanks:
“I just want to say again thank you very much to
you and your students for this lovely gift. In and
amongst these unprecedented set of social circumstances, it is lovely to think that a group of very
kind children are thinking about us, and egging us
on to carry on doing as best we can. In our job, as
you can imagine, we don’t meet many people who
are very happy to see us. So things like this serve
as a wonderful reminder of why we do this job in
the first place, and that even when it may seem like
we aren’t doing any good, that people are happy to
have us.”
Lisa Barker, a Learning Practitioner at the school,
said: “I have never been more proud of the children
at this school. The fact that their learning has had
such an impact on the police is amazing. The ladies
on reception at the police station actually had tears in
their eyes after reading the comments and poems.”
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CHA’s Sixth Form Charity this
year is Potters Bar Trussell
Trust Foodbank: as a community this establishment
is close to their hearts. The
students want to ensure no
one has to worry where their next
meal is coming from and thus, this
year as a school, students and staff
are working together to make
sure nobody goes hungry over
this festive period. Throughout
December they have been collecting food and toiletries for
people in need of help most
this Christmas. They plan to
make a tree shaped out
of all their tins to
show visually their
support for
this cause.

Earlier this year Croxley
Danes School was proud to
launch the Duke of Edinburgh
(DofE) scheme. 60 Year 9 students signed up to start their
DofE Award programme in
February, however, little did they anticipate a global
pandemic. During the subsequent lock down period
and the summer holidays students still persevered
with their award, by logging their physical activities,
learning new skills and helping out within the local
community.
The DofE Award launched the
DofE Certificate of Achievement to formally recognise
participants who completed
their Skills, Volunteering
and Physical sections but
were not able to complete
their expedition due to the
pandemic. We are extremely proud of
our Year 10 student, Jack M, who completed all 3
sections and is due to receive his award shortly.
It is our hope that many other students will
receive their Certificate of Achievement before
their planned expedition, which is due to take
place in the summer term.
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Christmas fever has gripped
HoHoHOSA! We have created a number of themed
events to brighten up the
mood starting with Christmas Jumper Day on Friday
11th December, where we will be encouraging
staff and students to wear their best (or worst)
Christmas jumpers to raise money for Save the
Children HERE and other OSA school charities.
In addition, the PE department have organised
a ‘Santa Dash’ in line with the National School
Games, where students across KS3 will take part in
a range of sporting challenges. The catering team
has created a themed lunch menu for the entire
last week and Mrs Casotti has planned an OSAmazing Christmas assembly with a fantastic video
celebrating our whole school community.
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Although the St Clement Danes School Community was not able to travel to Central London for its Commemoration Day on 20th November, staff and students
were able to celebrate in Chorleywood with a virtual assembly. The day is a
celebration of the school’s heritage, commemorating the founding of the school
in 1862, and is also an opportunity to say thank you to the Holborn Estate charity
for their commitment to a tradition that has endured over hundreds of years.
The assembly included speeches from Headteacher, Mr Sutherland, Chair of Governors, Martin Day and
Head Boy and Head Girl, Louis Ertl and Vinita Patel. They talked about the unique year that the school
community has faced, and of the experiences of all at St Clement Danes School through a global pandemic. Year 9 student Leo Kaski spoke about his experience attending school during lockdown, with his
parents working as key workers. Click HERE to read more and to view the assembly with thanks to Deputy
Headteacher Mr Chris Marks.

@danesedtrust
We will provide a DET Dispatch every month so please do continue to share your
contributions with Liz Smith so that they can be included in the next copy.

We are
delighted to publish
two BLOG posts this month.
David Bullock, Headteacher at
OSA shares his thoughts on Culture
in Schools and Nikki Railton our
Leader of Purpose in English and
teacher at St Clement Danes
discusses our learners as agents
of change. We hope you
enjoy HERE!
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Cross-Trust, TSA and Challenge Partners CPDL
Programme

Since September 8th, the TSA and Challenge Partners
CPDL Programme has seen 700 participants engage with
our extensive CPDL offer; 32 twilight sessions have run
and 22 schools are involved.
There has been some wonderful feedback:
‘Very insightful and interesting session. I strongly believe
that as teachers we must always look deeper in order
to gauge student’s situation rather than judge without
prior knowledge.’
‘Really good opportunity to discuss the return to work
with all participants and see how it is being dealt with in
other schools. Time spent well discussing course content
and delivery, with provider moving us on regularly to
ensure coverage of key issues.’

Cross Trust forums

We have been hosting our first cross-Trust forums this
term. KS3 Science Leads have met twice since October,
facilitated by Rachel Brindley. Fabulous contributions
and follow up sharing of resources (focused upon
‘COVID Recovery’ for Year 7; curriculum mapping and
current assessment practices) from Shannon Green
and Maria Judge at SCD; Victor Lazaro at CDS; Olivia
Rodney at Chancellor’s and Tonya Osborn at OSA, all
ably supported by our Trust STEM Club Champion and
SLE, Robert May.
No less successfully, our Trust Heads of Faculty for PE
held their first Forum, facilitated by Katie Goodman,
Assistant Headteacher at Chancellor’s School, in November. Again an excellent opportunity for Ian (SCD), Ryan
(CDS), Dominic (OSA) and Simon (Chancellor’s) to meet
and get to know each other, as well as giving them the
chance to share initial ideas. Discussions covered a wide
range of topics including adapting the PE curriculum
and practices in light of COVID 19, effective recovery
curriculum activities, best practice in remote learning,
outstanding independent learning resources and
preparing for the return of extracurricular provision.

The Maths Hub Innovation Work Group

Brenton Legarda, Head of Mathematics, at CHA, Nicola
Spencer (our DET Oracy Lead) and Jude Pugh (our Trust

Learning Lead for Maths) have been working closely
together as leaders of our Oracy-focused Maths Innovation Project (funded by Matrix Maths Hub). Its focus
is upon developing understanding of Oracy, its importance within the teaching of mathematics and how
strong Oracy skills support excellent mixed attainment
teaching in mathematics.
Their planning includes the engagement of four local
primary schools and support from Vinay Bhar and
Sam Caplin from OSA. Workshops will be delivered
across six half days in the new year and the funding
provides a really exciting opportunity to work
collaboratively cross-phase on emerging practice
which will be reported at a national level upon
completion.

Trust Learning Leads

Our Trust Learning Leads have made outstanding
contributions thus-far this academic year and I
extend my thanks to them all.
Oracy Lead: Nicola Spencer
The main oracy focus since September has been
recovery. Colleagues at CDS, SCD, CHA and OSA have
engaged with webinars as part of Voice 21’s Oracy October and colleagues are sharing and trialling ideas in
their own classrooms. Tutorial resources with explicit
teaching of oracy skills which Nicola created in the
summer for SCD, have been shared with Teaching and
Learning Leads in all DET schools: OSA have adapted
them to launch in form time from January and CDS are
developing them as part of their SMSC provision. A
dialogic bookmark to aid teachers to manage whole
class discussion/feedback (particularly of use from the
front of the classroom), has been shared and is being
used widely in SCD and OSA. A fascinating Learning
Walk at ESA, accompanied by Adele Wallis, Assistant
Principal, enabled Nicola to understand the richness
their provision will bring to our ongoing work in this
area, to be followed up by whole-school INSET for our
ESA colleagues in the New Year.
Despite the challenges, all five schools now have an
oracy lead/ champion/ coordinator in place, with
groups in each school trialling aspects of oracy within
the current limitations.

Leader of Purpose: Nikki Railton
Nikki has worked with Nicola Spencer to devise an
appropriate audit and proposed Spring 2021 training
day for our learners which OSA will host. Our Sport
England Stage 4 Well-being Ambassadors will also join
the projected training. Further to research and communications with University College, London, Nikki has
liaised with all our Trust schools’ Teaching and Learning
Leads, and Learning Walks, focused upon the key aims
of the Leader of Purpose Project, have taken place with
Mike Garvey, Assistant Headteacher, at SCD.
Learner Voice Council facilitators are in place for OSA
(Miles Conway), Chancellor’s (Becki Harris) and SCD
(Juliette Sacks). As such a really exciting piece of work
is well under way, and all despite COVID.
Further to this, Nikki has also led the first of three subject specific sessions across the academic year focused
upon English for our Trust and partner colleagues and,
in October, facilitated the first of our 2020 - 21 NPQML
cohort nationally accredited sessions.
ITT Leads: Chris Price and Louisa Leonard
Since Sept. Louisa and Chris have worked collaboratively as part of a wider DET project to look into ITT
and NQT provision for DET schools post-August 2021.
To support this endeavour, relationships have been
strengthened with ITE providers such as King’s College
and UCL. Louisa has delivered the IOE online seminar
‘Where we teach?’ to promote DET schools and has
been asked to join the PCM advisory board to QA PGCE
provision for future trainees. Louisa has also shared the
planning and resourcing of ITT provision at SCD with
CDS. Working alongside Victoria Sharkey at the Brilliant
Club, and in keeping with our Trust COVID Catch Up
Premium Report, opportunities have been extended to
invite RIS candidates for placements in Maths, Chemistry and Physics across our schools in 2021.
Amriss Assaye (Science)
Amriss has provided 2 days training for the funded
TSST GCSE Physics courses, supported the South Central SLP in their Triple Science offer and delivered 2 x
bespoke training opportunities for Elstree Screen Arts
Academy focused upon:
(1) Curriculum review and analysis of the Physics
(2) Improving subject knowledge: ‘Magnetism’, ‘Motors
effects and Half –life’ (radiation calculations)

Marie Masse (MFL)
Marie has been working with Lynette Platt, HOF for
MFL and Marie Claire Dawson, Subject Lead for French
at CDS to improve the uptake of MFL at GCSE. She is
also currently working with Marianne Barlow as part
of the BlueSky initiative to develop a range of Teacher
Standards for the Trust Learning Leads. Following delivery of a successful first online CPDL session in September 2020, in the Spring Term, Marie will deliver the
second of three sessions, focused upon ‘Engaging the
disaffected Learner in MFL’.
Amy Cort (English)
Amy has continued to work closely with the KS4 lead
for English, Russell Healy, at OSA, developing his role
in terms of skills and leadership, specifically around
assessment and monitoring.
At ESA she has provided bespoke support for a trainee
teacher with much potential, alongside the Director
of Learning for English who is split across two faculties
and is, as a result, a non-specialist mentor.
Jude Pugh (Maths)
Alongside her work with the Maths Innovation Working
Group, Jude has held half termly meetings with the
Head of Maths at ESA, focused upon building a strong
curriculum across KS4 and providing opportunities for
students to explore real life applications of Maths in the
Arts industry. Work has also involved building an
effective model to support and develop the Maths
team which comprises several very enthusiastic teachers relatively new to the profession.

Joint INSET, OSA and CHA, 4th January 2021

Organised by Joelle Casotti and Liz Grant, Deputy
Headteachers at OSA and Chancellor’s respectively, the
cross-Hatfield Hub INSET is the first ever of our crossTrust INSETs to take place. Fabulous work - particularly
in light of COVID - has gone into drawing together
Lead Practitioners across our Hatfield schools and
Trust, including Nicola Spencer, our Oracy Lead, and
Sadie Brown and Lauren Christie from ESA, to facilitate
and support five break-out groups focused upon key
elements of Teaching and Learning within a COVID-Climate, followed by subject Think Tanks in the afternoon.
The keynote speaker is Andrea Jacobson.

